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April 23, 1997
Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17thStreet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated April 18, 1997, which responded to our letter
to you dated March 13, 1997. Your conclusion thatno infringement has occurred withrespect to
the Educational Insights materials appears to foreclose any possibility of resolving that dispute
without litigation. Yourproposal to pay Mr. Greenberg $500 for the use of his sea fan
photograph was unacceptable when first made and is unacceptable now. Mr. Greenberg has
serious concerns in otherareas, as indicated in ourletter, butis interested only in a global
resolution of all matters covered in theletter.
Wewill proceed asindicated in the March 13 letter, and in anyaction that is brought in the
Southern District ofFlorida we expect to name Educational Insights, Inc. as an additional
defendant. Thenature of a purported licensing agreement between that company andthe Society .
as to the disputed materials is unclear to us, butin any event such an agreement is external to our
client's interests.
Mr. Greenberg has become aware that the Society is embarked on a project that apparently will
reproduce on one or more CD-ROMs, for distribution and sale, pastissues of the Society's
magazine covering 100 years. This is notice that any photographs provided by Mr. Greenberg to
the Society which appeared in past issues of the magazine -- for which Mr. Greenberg owns
exclusive copyright or forwhich Mr. Greenberg authorized one-time use for a single issue -- may
not be usedfor the CD-ROM project, or any other project, without his priorwritten permission.
The Society has no right -- under copyright, contract, or anyothertheory -. to lise Mr.
Greenberg's creative works for purposes other than those thatwere authorized byhim with
respect to particular issues of the magazine. In view of this notice, Mr. Greenberg will regard
any unauthorized use of his works in the CD-ROM project as willful infringement, and he will
seek the fullest remedies available to him.

In view of the impasse in the matter, please return to the undersigned the exhibit book that was
specially prepared and provided to youfornegotiation purposes, As stated in our March 13
letter, that exhibit was andis theproperty of'Mr, Greenberg.

Yourcourteous response to our March 13 letter, while seriously deficient, in ourview, in its
discussion of applicable law, is appreciated. It is unfortunate that the Society -- zealously
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protective of its own rights -- has adopted a cavalier position herewhere demonstrable rights of
another are at issue. Your statement, for example, that copyright protection is available for
photographs of natural objects only if a copy is virtually identical, if true, would surely pose
grave difficulties for the Society's ownstorehouse of photographs). In due course we will allow
a courtto decide the proper standard for infringement of such photographs.
Very truly yours,

Norman Davis
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May 12, 1991

John Fahey
Bill Allen
Suzanne DuPre
Bob Sims
Tom Kennedy
Maura Mulvihill

Bob Poole
Tom Stanton

, Re: CD-ROM rights
In advance of our 4 p.m, meeting Ibis afternoon in John Fahey's office. I wanted 10
get everyone the Iatest draft of the letter 10 photographers and writers slaling the
Society's position on righls to "The Complete NatiOlllll Geographic CD·ROM." It
incorporales changes from lohn Fahey, BillAllen and Suzanne DuPre.
Assuming we wanl to send this letter out ASAP. we need to answer the following
questions:
1. Are we sending the same letter to photographers and writers?
2. Who is signing the

Y9-

lett~r(s)1 r)Olt S' ,

3. Has NGI communicated to Mlndscap:. ~d~~ there are rights issues on the
CD-ROM?
".....tL '-"t . E wk.d-..........., -: .'
4. Should we share this letter with NGS staff once it has been sent 10 photographers and
writers and discussed with partners? A,,1t;'}
5. Uow will we handle future press inquiries? Is Larry Lux still the spokesperson? Do we
need an expanded media inquiry fd.ct sheet? !;j!G
6. Should we p'ut a system into place to centralize responses from photographers and
writers? ~f. ~ ~1,;(,'~Ii-e "
FYI. Larry Lux has already shown the CD-ROM to more Ihan a dozen reviewers
for long-lead publications. The next round of publicityfor it takes place at "E·3," a major
technology conference in late June. Working with Mindscapc, Public Affairs plans a
major PR campaign for the CD-ROM at E·3 and continuing through the fall.
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BY CERTIFIED MAIL
April 23, 1997
Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17thStreet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
DearMs. McDowell:
This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated April 18, 1997, which responded to our letter
to you dated March 13, 1997. Yourconclusion thatno infringement has occurred withrespect to
the Educational Insights materials appears to foreclose any possibility of resolving that dispute
without litigation. Your proposal to payMr. Greenberg $500 for the use of his sea fan
photograph was unacceptable when first made and is unacceptable now. Mr Greenberg has
serious concerns in otherareas, as indicated in ourletter, but is interested only in a global
resolution of all matters covered in theletter.
Wewill proceed as indicated in the March 13 letter, and in any action that is brought in the
Southern District of Florida we expect to name Educational Insights, Inc. as an additional
defendant. The nature of a purported licensing agreement between that company and the Society
as to the disputed materials is unclear to us, but in any event such an agreement is external to our
client's interests.

Mr. Greenberg has become aware that t1J..~ Society is embarked 011 a project that apparently will
reproduce on one or moreCD-ROMs,:{or distribution and sale, pastissues of the Society's
magazine covering 100 years. This is notice that any photographs provided byMr. Greenberg to
the Society which appeared in past issues of the magazine -- for which Mr. Greenberg owns
exclusive copyright or for which Mr. Greenberg authorized one-time use for a single issue -- may
not be used for the CD-ROM project, or any other project, without his priorwritten permission.
The Society hasno right -- under copyright, contract, or any othertheory -. to use Mr.
Greenberg's creative works for purposes other thanthose thatwereauthorized byhim with
respect to particular issues of the magazine. In view of thisnotice, Mr. Greenberg will regard
any unauthorized use of his works in the CD-ROM project as willful infringement, and he will
seek the fullest remedies available to him.
In view of the impasse in the matter, please return to the undersigned the exhibit book that was
specially prepared and provided to youfor negotiation purposes. As stated in our March 13
letter, that exhibit was and is the property of'Mr, Greenberg.
Yow: courteous response to our March 13 letter, while seriously deficient, in our view, in its
discussion of applicable law, is appreciated. It is unfortunate that the Society -- zealously
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protective of its ownrights -- has adopted a cavalier position herewhere demonstrable rights of
another are at issue. Your statement, for example, that copyright protection is available for
photographs of natural objects only if a copy is virtually identical, if true, would surely pose
grave difficulties for the Society's ownstorehouse of photographs). In due course we will allow
a court to decide the proper standard for infringement of such photographs.
Very truly yours,

Norman Davis
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TOM STANTON

Director, CD-ROM Product Management

May 21, 1997

Fred Ward
7106 Saunders Court
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
Dear Magazine Contributor:
.'\:; you know, the Society is making a digitalarchive ofNATI.ONAL \>EOGRAPfllC magazine
from 1888 through 1996. The Complete NAT/ONAL GEOGRAPHIC: 108 Years ofNATIOlvilL
GEOGRAPlIlC Magazine 011 CD-ROM contains a digital image of every page of the magazine,
including advertisements, without any changes, additions, or modifications.
This CD-ROM contains a search engine based on the National Geographic Society
proprietary indexing scheme. It does not allow users to cut and paste photographs or text, and
while photographs and text canbe printed, the quality is inferior to a photocopy of the magazine
itself
TheN....TIONAL GEOGRAPHIC onCD-ROM was designed as a low-cost reference tool for
educators, librarians, students, and families. Producing a CD-ROM of this'slze is an expensive
proposition. We have deliberately priced the 30-volume set at $199 to make it more affordable
for educational institutions and families.
The 40-million-dollar CD·ROM marketing and distribution contract withMindscape, Inc.,
that some of you have read about in the media covers 11 titles over a three-year period, including
The National Geographic Photo Gallery, Really, WildAnimals, Geo Bee Challenge, and The
Complete NATIO!v'AL GEOGRAmic: J0$ Yeal:!" ofNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Magazine on CD-ROM.
These four titles will be released in 1997, and seven additional products are scheduled for release
in 1998. This $40 million represents the total retail sales Mindscape hopes to generate from its
distribution arrangement. National Geographic's expected proceeds are a small fraction of this
amount; the Society does not expect to do more than break even on these products. Kodak is
identified as a sponsor of the project as part ofa larger advertising arrangement with the Society.
We are aware that some photographers and writers, whose work hasappeared in NATIONAL
and, therefore, will be ill the CD~ROM'archive, are questioning whether they will be
paid Ior this use of their work. As Director of eD-ROM. ProductManagement, 1want to convey
to you the Society's position on this matter.
..
.
GECXiR!\f'HIC

1145 17th Street NoW., WU$hin.!!t(.n. D.C. 20036-4688
,6-ma.il: tst.antOJl(l?:~il3.tion ..slgccgraphic.com

Telephone: (202) 862·8681

http://www.nationalge~graphic.com

Fax: (202) 429·5771
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FROM Fred Ward Selhesda,MD US~

TO J. I;REHIE:EF:G .

P.O::::

Tills does not lend itselfto a simple or easy explanation, as it is a blend of copyright law,
magazine publishing lore, National Geographic contractinterpretation, etc., but I will attempt to
summarize. Because the CD-ROMarchiveconsists of an exact image of every page as it was
originally published, this reissuance (or reprint) is not a "further editorial use" of material such as
requires additional payment to the photographers whose contracts commit the Society to payment
under those circumstances. The Society holds copyrights in the magazine issues as collective
works, and we believe that the continuing copyrights permit the Society to republish its magazine
archive in this CD-ROM delivery mechanism. This is comparable to magazines being made
available on microfiche.
Beyond this, I don't want to make any blanket statement about individualized contracts. 1
do want to state, however, that the NATIONAL GEOGRAP.HIC on CD-ROM is a unique situation.
The Society does pay, where appropriate, for electronic/digital reproduction rights. For example,
we will pay phutographers for the digital rights to another CD-ROM--The National Geographic
Photo GalleT'>~a product which is clearly a "further.editorial use" of preexisting material. We
have also paidfor digital rights on all other interactive products including CD-ROMs and Web
site content modules. It has been, and will continue to be, the Society's position to pay fair
market value for the content wc publish.
Sincerely,
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305.5772988

Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This letter has two objectives. In Part I, we will take up again the matter of
Educational Insights, Inc., which has been the subject of previous correspondence. In Part II,
we will set forth our concerns as to other matters disputed by our client, Jerry Greenberg,
with reference to the National Geographic Society ("the Society").

We believe that our client's copyrights have been infringed through the unauthorized
copying, display, sale and/or preparation of derivative works, by the Society and by
Educational Insights, of original works created by Jerry Greenberg. It appears from the
Educational Insights materials, purchased in Florida last year, that the images our client is
disputing were acquired by that company from the Society, complete with copyright notice
asserted by the Society as to the disputed images (and others) in the Educational Insights
products. You indicated in your most recent letter that the Society accepts responsibility for
responding to our concerns. It appears that Educational Insights may not initially have been
aware of any infringement, but our correspondence to them provided notice of copyright
protection. Notwithstanding that notice, Educational Insights has continued the distribution
and sale of the disputed materials; our client advises that a set of the disputed materials was
purchased recently in Florida. Educational Insights, therefore, may have its own exposure in
this dispute.
In your letter of November 18, 1996, you attempted to persuade us that no
infringement of copyright has occurred in the circumstances here. You conceded that "there
are similarities" with respect to the images but insisted that there are "significant differences"
between the Society's illustrations and our client's photographs. Our view -- markedly
different -- is that the Society's illustrations are at least substantially similar to the original
works. We will discuss each illustration, as you did in that letter.
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An exhibit, in a loose-leaf binder ("Exhibit I"), is enclosed that demonstrates the
infringements. On page I, the images highlighted in yellow are those being challenged. On
the following pages, the side-by-side comparative images are supplemented with
transparencies made from each image in the Educational Insights product and overlaid on our
client's original works. Each of the challenged images is discussed below.
(I) Redband parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 3] You stated that the angle of the fish is
different from the photograph, but that is not correct. The angle of the fish is almost
precisely the same, including bends in the body and the angle of the tail. The perspective
from which our client's photograph was taken is also reflected in the copy. You stated that
the shape of the fish is unavoidably the same, but we do not agree. Hundreds of photographs
or illustrations of a Redband parrotfish may exist, but not one matches the positioning and
the contours captured in Mr. Greenberg's photograph. The color differences you cite are
minor and not legally relevant. The photograph was originally published by Mr. Greenberg
in "The Living Reef" (copyright 1972 A-397524) and is currently published in "The Coral
Reef' (copyright 1975 A-722127). The photograph was never provided to the Society for
any use of any kind, although several copies of"The Coral Reef' were sent to the Society
many years ago.
(2) Stoplight parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 5] The differences you cite are minimal.
The similarities are substantial. Our client will continue to insist that his photograph was
infringed. The photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is currently
published in "The Coral Reef" Both the original and the copy are identical in size. The
photograph was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind.
(3) Green moray. [Exhibit I, page 7] Your letter states that the photograph depicts a
green moray eel but that the illustration shows a goldentail. Significantly, the Society's
illustration labels the creature a "moray eel." In its underwater life, a moray rarely presents
much of its body out of its lair. The Greenberg photograph shows a moray emerging about
halfway. Other similarities in the photograph and the copy are substantial, as the exhibit
indicates. The moray photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is
currently published in 'The Coral Reef" The photograph was never provided to the Society
for any use of any kind.
(4) ~. We categorically disagree with your depiction of differences between our
client's photographs and the illustrations in your package. The comparisons speak for
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themselves, and the overlays on pages 9 and II of Exhibit I plainly demonstrate a striking
similarity.
(a) The lead diver [Exhibit I, page 9] was originally published by National
Geographic Magazine in January 1962 (copyright 1962 B-960824). Copyright as to that
photograph was assigned to Jerry Greenberg on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg
renewed the copyright inl989 (RE-478-546). The photograph is currently published in "The
Coral Reef." You will note that the lead diver is using an old-style two-hose regulator, with
double tanks.
(b) The flowing-hair diver [Exhibit I, page II] was originally published in "The
Living Reef' and was also published in a poster titled "Living Corals of the Tropical
Atlantic" (copyright 1974 K-l07129). That diver is using a customized mini-double tank rig
made for the Greenbergs' son. The tanks are floating upward because the rig did not have a
crotch strap for fastening the tanks down.
(5) Bull shark. [Exhibit I, pages 13 and 15] Your November 18 letter ignored our
discussion of a bull shark illustration in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Ocean"
(Code 3907). The bull shark photograph was provided to the Society from Mr. Greenberg's
files in 1963 with other materials pertaining to a photo essay on sharks and shark research.
The essay was eventually published by the Society, but the bull shark photograph was not
used, and his photograph was belatedly returned to Mr. Greenberg. The bull shark
photograph was first published by Mr. Greenberg in "Fish Men Fear: Shark" (copyright
1969 A-106-687), and subsequently in his poster titled "Shark!" (copyright 1974 K-I07130). The photograph is currently published in "Sharks and Other Dangerous Sea Creatures"
(copyright 1981 VA-70-254), and in "Beneath Coral Seas" (copyright 1986 VA-240-616).
The enclosed Exhibit I has two separate comparisons of the bull shark image. On
page 13 is an overlay, prepared from the Society's image, placed atop Mr. Greenberg's file
photograph. The images are exactly the same with the exception of the tail. The modified
tail in the Society's image was taken from a separate Greenberg photograph of a bull shark
that was provided to the Society, and the tail modification can be quickly seen in the display
on page IS of Exhibit 1.
In a letter to Mr. Greenberg, dated December 29, 1967, Bryan Hodgson stated that
Mr. Greenberg's shark transparencies "were in the possession of Bill Bond, who used them
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as reference material for his painting in the SHARKS story." Our contention is that they
were not used merely for reference purposes but were copied. The painting referred to by
Bond is the same used in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Sea" (Code 3907).
(6) Other sharks. Inadvertently not included in our correspondence with Educational
Insights was discussion regarding three other shark images that are contained in their
"Creatures of the Open Sea." Other unauthorized copies include a great hammerhead shark,
an oceanic whitetip shark, and a silky shark that Mr. Greenbergbelieves were copied from
photographs provided to the Society by him for the article that was published in 1968.
Comparisons of the whitetip shark images are shown on pages 16 and 17 of Exhibit I. The
whitetip photograph was delivered by Mr. Greenberg to the Society in the 1960s, but was
never published in the magazine. The Society may have kept other unpublished slides from
the shark assignment and used them for these illustrations.
Resolution of the dispute regarding the images in the Educational Insights material is
discussed below, following Part II.
Part II

Mr. Greenberg, as you may be aware, has had a professional and business relationship
with the Society spanning a period of some three decades. He has carefully documented that
relationship. Many photographs were provided by him to the Society'S publications pursuant
to contracts, according to the terms of each. Many other photographs were provided in good
faith by Mr. Greenberg for the Society's consideration, without the protection of a contract.
On some assignments when submitted photographs were not published, the Society retained
"selects" that should have been returned to him. Mr. Greenberg eventually discovered,
however, that the Society, without his permission, had published, or permitted the
publication of, various materials for which the Society had no copyright or contract rights,
but for which Mr. Greenberg had proprietary rights.
A separate loose-leaf exhibit ("Exhibit 2") is enclosed that illustrates the unauthorized
uses discussed below.
(A) An infringement appeared in a promotional piece for the Society that was
published in September 1975. Mr. Greenberg possessed a copyright in the photograph used.
The infringing photograph, showing a scuba diver cruising among reefs and fans, first
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appeared by arrangement with Mr. Greenberg in 1967 in the Society's book titled "World
Beneath the Sea." The photograph subsequently was published by Mr. Greenberg in 1969 in
a book titled "Adventures ofa Reefcomber" (A-129-935). It was subsequently published by
Mr. Greenberg in 1972 in "The Living Reef' (A-397-524). Both books contained copyright
notice, and each copyright was registered. In 1973, by agreement with Mr. Greenberg, the
Society republished the photograph in a second edition of "World Beneath the Sea." No
further use by the Society was ever authorized. Exhibit 2, pages 1-2.
(B) An unauthorized use appeared in the MarchiApril 1994 issue of Traveler
magazine, published by the Society. Displayed on page 70 of the issue was a photograph of
a skin diver "swimming through a coral jungle," in the language of the caption. That
photograph originally appeared in the Winter 1985/86 issue of Traveler, pursuant to a written
agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the Society. That agreement, by its terms, limited the
Society's rights to one-time publication. The photograph was copyrighted in 1985 by Mr.
Greenberg (VA-417-426). The 1994 publication was not authorized by the agreement. The
Society eventually conceded that the use was unauthorized and paid Mr. Greenberg. Exhibit
2, pages 3-4.
(C) A photograph of a sea fan, originally authorized by Mr. Greenberg for one-time
use in the Society's magazine in July 1990, was improperly included in a color brochure
promoting the 1996 Jason Project. The Society acknowledged the impropriety, with
apologies, in a letter dated October 26, 1995, from Rock Wheeler. That infiingement has not
been resolved. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated October 26, 1995, Rock Wheeler admitted
that the Society had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright by using the photograph. "We
realize the importance of copyright," Mr. Wheeler wrote, "and that we have committed a
serious violation." Exhibit 2, pages 5-6.

Mr. Greenberg has attempted on literally dozens of occasions through the years to
guard against unauthorized uses of his photographs by the Society and to recover
photographs that the Society had no legal right to retain. There may have been other
unauthorized uses. In at least one instance his request for the return of materials was
adamantly refused. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated April 18, 1994, W. Allan Royce
advised that the Society was entitled by contract to retain photographs created by Mr.
Greenberg pursuant to assignments given to him by the Society's magazine. "None of this
material," he wrote, "is going to be returned to you." We challenge the Society to
demonstrate, through the written agreements to which Mr. Royce's letter referred, that the
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Society ever obtained any right to retain in its files any material provided by Mr. Greenberg,
after the one-time publication to which he agreed, and for the article on which the assignment
was based, had been satisfied.
The one exception to that principle was an agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the
Society in 1962, in which the magazine was permitted to pull and to keep "a few selects,"
which we understand to be photographs not published but with ongoing potential for
publication. Instead, more than 50 selects were pulled. It is a reasonable inference that the
Society has hundreds of Mr. Greenberg's photographs in hard-copy files, on videodisc, or in
other electronic storage and retrieval systems that may be in use. You will appreciate that
each photograph submitted on assignment by Mr. Greenberg and actually used in a Society
publication was accompanied by literally dozens of other photographs from which a final
selection was made. Samples of the Society's photographic indexing in Mr. Greenberg's
possession make it clear that materials created by him can be located in the Society's files.
Mr. Greenberg, for a period of years, allowed the Society to retain photographs by
him that were never intended for publication. That era of good faith reliance on his part has
passed. We believe that at least one of the unauthorized uses of his photographs described
in this Part II, as well as those described in Part I, are actionable in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of Florida. The unauthorized uses of his copyrighted works is one
aspect of the problem. The fact that the Society is using some of those works in publications
and for purposes that compete unfairly with Mr. Greenberg in his own business ventures is
another.
Mr. Greenberg's objective is to resolve all of the matters set forth in this letter,
completely and with finality, and not on a piecemeal basis. Enclosed is a settlement proposal
-- containing two separate options -- that can accomplish that objective. If a settlement
cannot be concluded to our client's satisfaction, we will proceed with an action in federal
court in Florida that will name the Society as defendant. Educational Insights, Inc. may also
be named because of its continuing use of the protected photographs. Our client is not
interested in protracted negotiations. We must receive a response from the Society with
respect to the two enclosed options by the close of business on Friday, April 18, 1997. Mr.
Greenberg's legal expense to date is incorporated in the settlement options. Any additional
legal expense more than nominal in nature will change the damage amounts sought. The
enclosed loose-leaf exhibits are the property of Mr. Greenberg and must be returned upon the
conclusion ofthis matter.
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We have represented Mr. Greenberg on copyright matters for many years and have
found him to be eminently reasonable in demands directed to infringing parties. That fact is
reinforced by the infrequent occasions when it has been necessary to seek the assistance of a
federal court, and on each such occasion the effort has been successful. We look forward to a
response on or before the aforesaid date.
Very truly yours,

.Norm~!\ em\ ~'{:3S)J)J
Davis

Enclosures

bee: Jerry Greenberg
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Opt jon A
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $35,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date.
(2)
Educational Insights, Inc. must immediately and permanently cease and desist
from any further use in any manner of the disputed images.
(3)
The Society must immediately and permanently cease and desist from any use
in any manner, by itself or by others with its consent, of any original works of Jerry
Greenberg, or copies thereof, that may be in the Society's possession or control.
(4)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever.
(5)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(6)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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Option B
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itselfand for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $40,000, inclusive of legal expense incurred by
him to date. Such payment will entitle Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to utilize the
disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for the remainder of 1997.
(2)
After 1997, Educational Insights, Inc. and/or the National Geographic Society
may enter into a license agreement that permits Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to
utilize the disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for all of 1998. The
license fee for that period is $4,000, whether or not the disputed images are utilized during
the entire period. Such payment must be received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December
3I, 1997. The licensee(s) will have the option of renewing the license on the same terms, for
a license fee of $4,000, for any succeeding year, provided that notice of renewal and the
license fee are received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December 31 of the year of the
expiring license. If the license is not renewed for any year, all rights of the licensee(s) will
end at the expiration of an existing license, and neither the Society nor Educational Insights,
Inc. may thereafter use any of the disputed images in any manner. We will prepare the
license agreement
(3)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever (apart from the uses contemplated in
paragraph (2) above).
(4)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide, The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(5)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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BY CERTIFIED MAIL

April 23, 1997
Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17thStreet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
DearMs. McDowell:
This will acknowledge receipt of your letterdated April 18, 1997, which responded to our letter
to you dated March 13, 1997. Yourconclusion that no infringement has occurred withrespect to
the Educational Insights materials appears to foreclose any possibility of resolving that dispute
without litigation. Your proposal to pay Mr. Greenberg $500 for theuse of his sea fan
photograph was unacceptable when first made and is unacceptable now. Mr. Greenberg has
serious concerns in otherareas, as indicated in ourletter, butis interested only in a global
resolution of all matters covered in theletter.
We will proceed asindicated in the March 13 letter, and in any action that is brought in the
Southern District ofFlorida we expect to name Educational Insights, Inc. as an additional
defendant. Thenature of a purported licensing agreement between that company andthe Society
as to the disputed materials is unclear to us, butin any event such an agreement is external to our
client's interests.
Mr. Greenberg has become aware that tile Society is embarked 011 a project that apparently will
reproduce on one or more CD-ROMS, for distribution and sale, pastissues of the Society's
magazine covering 100 years. This is notice that anyphotographs provided by Mr. Greenberg to
tile Society which appeared in past issues of the magazine -- for which Mr. Greenberg owns
exclusive copyright or forwhich Mr. Greenberg authorized one-time use for a single issue -- may
not be used for the CD-ROM project, or any other project, without his priorwritten permission.
The Society has no right -- under copyright, contract, or any othertheory -. to use Mr.
Greenberg's creative works for purposes otherthanthose thatwereauthorized byhim with
respect to particular issues of the magazine. In view of this notice, Mr. Greenberg wiH regard
any unauthorized use of his works in the CD-ROM project as willful infringement, and he will
seek the fullest remedies available to him.

In view of the impasse in the matter, please return to theundersigned the exhibit bookthat was
specially prepared and provided to youfornegotiation purposes. As stated in our March 13
letter, that exhibit was and is theproperty of Mr, Greenberg.
Your courteous response to ourMarch 13 letter, While seriously deficient, in ourview, in its
discussion of applicable law, is appreciated. It is unfortunate that the Society -- zealously
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Suzanne Ross McDowell
April 23, 1997
page two
protective of its own rights -- has adopted a cavalier position herewhere demonstrable rights of
another are at issue. Your statement, for example, that copyright protection is available tor
photographs of natural objects only if a copyis virtually identical, if true, would surely pose
grave difficulties for the Society's own storehouse of photographs). In due course we will allow
a court to decide the proper standard for infringement of such photographs.
Verybury yours,

Norman Davis
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SUZANNE ROSS McDOWELL
Assistant Vice President
LEGAL AFFAIRS, PUBLICAnONS

February 28, 1997

Norman Davis, Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131-2398
Dear Mr. Davis:
I am responding to your letter of January 16, 1997 in which you ask
what responsibility the Society is prepared to accept concerning your client's
dispute with Educational Insights. With respect to the editorial content that the
Society provided to Educational Insights, we are prepared to defend any
copyright infringement claims and Educational Insights is prepared to defer to
us in this matter.
Sincerely,

s: \drafts\daviscdu .Itr

1145 17th Street NoW, Washington, D.C. 20036-4688. U.S.A.
•
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Figure 35. Goldentail Moray (Muraena m ilia tis}, 9.3 inches, Puerto Rico.
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November 18, 1996
Norman Davis, Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis LLP
200 SouthBiscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131-2398
DearMr. Davis:
By mutual agreement between Educational Insights and the National Geographic Society,
I amresponding to your letters ofJuly 16, 1996 to Jay Cutler and October 15, 1996 to
Lori Wilson, both of Educational Insights, Inc. I apologize for the delay in responding.
In your letter of July 16, you statethat your clients, owners of an enterprise doing
business as Seahawk Press, believe that four parts of the artwork for Fish a/the Coral
Reef, Educational Insights Code 2043, are unauthorized copies of photographs to which
your client holds the copyright. The National Geographic Society produced the artwork
for Fish of the Coral Reef
As you can imagine, at National Geographic, we are verysensitive to the rights of
copyright holders. The Society holds many copyrights itselfand interacts on a daily basis
with photographers, artists and writers who hold copyrights. Wemake every effort to
recognize the rights of copyright holders andto compensate themfor use of their
intellectual property where appropriate.
The parts of the artwork that your client claims have been unlawfully copied are: (1) two
divers, (2) a redband parrotfish; (3) a stoplight parrotfish; and (4) a moray eel. In your
letter of October 15, '(996, you identified for us sources where the photographs were
published and we have examined the photographs in The Living Reef As you know,
copyright infringement exists when there is unlawful copying of the photograph. As
discussed below, while there are similarities between parts of the artwork and your client's
photographs, there are also significant differences between the two. Thus, we do not
believe there has been copying within the meaning of the copyright law.
1. Redband parrotfish. The angle of the fish and the coloration of the fish are different
from the photograph The front fin in the artwork is red, below the front fin is whiter, the
tail is brighter and has less blue, and the eye and mouth are different It is true that the
shape is the same, but that is dictated as a matter of scientific accuracy.

1145 17th Strce~N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036·4688. U.S.A.
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Norman Davis
November 18, 1996
Pagetwo
2, Divers, There are significant differences between the photographs of divers and the

artwork, Both photographs are of adult divers while the artwork pictures children, In
addition, the bubbles are different, and the position of the fins, legs and arms are different.
The hair and clothing are different. Moreover, there are numerous photographs showing
divers in approximately this position, because it isthe position that human anatomy takes
when diving,
3, Stoplight parrotfish The coloration of the artwork is more fluorescent and brighter

than the coloration in the photograph andthere are other photographs of fish withthe
fluorescent color shown in the illustration, The angle and shape ofthe illustration and
photograph are the same, but this is the shape of a parrot fish, With a different shape, it is
a different fish, The angle is the angle that many fish take when feeding, There are
numerous photographs of fish in similar positions,
4. Moray eel, The photograph and the illustration are different species. The illustration is
a goldentail while the photograph is a green moray eel. In addition, the eel in the
illustration is in a different position, the "flap" on its back is different, the angle of its head
is different, its mouth is different and its eyes are a different color. As to the general
position, there are numerous photographs of moray eels in approximately this position

In summary, while we have given Seahawk Press' claim careful and sympathetic review,
we do not believe that the artisthas infringed the copyright in your client's photographs,
It is important to keep in mind that the artwork at issue depicts species of fish andthat, by
definition, all photographs and illustrations of a particular species will bear some similarity
to each other.
Please can me if you wish to discuss this matter further.
Sincerely,

p: \winwori;l\busaffiog\col't;:ef.ltr

BYTELECOPY &MAlL
April 21, 1998
Robert G. Sugarman, Esq.
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
767 FifthAvenue
New York, NY 10153
Re:

Jerry Greenberg, et al. v, National Geographic Society, et al.

Dear Bob:
The contents of thisletter are intended solely for thepurpose of exploring a settlement of the
dispute as to Counts I and II of the Amended Complaint and withthe expectation that the
contents will be used for no other purpose. Our clients, as you are aware, are engaged in a timeconsuming and costly phase in preparing responses to discovery requests pertaining to Counts I
and II. The Greenbergs already have incurred more than $15,000 in attorney's fees and some
$2,000 in costs withrespect to those counts, and those numbers are escalating. Encompassed in
those amounts areunsuccessful attempts bytheir counsel, before proceeding to litigation, to
resolve issues as to those counts withEducational Insights, Inc. and withthe National
Geographic Society. Thus, in an attempt to halt thegrowing expense, the Greenbergs are
prepared to make one lastproposal to resolve Counts I and II by settlement. If this attempt is
unsuccessful, they are resolved to allow the court to determine whether infringements have
occurred, and if so, to award damages.
Theonly leverage the Greenbergs have in a settlement discussion is their conviction that their
works have been infringed and thatthey areentitled to fair redress. They are prepared to
continue theirinvestment inthe litigation if necessary. Their adversaries are bountifully
endowed, while the Greenbergs arenot. Onthe other hand, they are not hand-to-mouth artists
who must struggle to pursue their creative efforts. The Greenbergs have operated a modestly
successful business, attributable only to the quality of their works, that has produced revenues in
excess of $2,500,000, and significant license fee arrangements withvarious entities, inthe last
five years. The enclosed promotional fliers illustrate some of their current products.
Nor are the Greenbergs litigious. Inthe last decade they have resolved scores of disputes over
infringements of their works without litigation, and have filed complaints in only a handful of
circumstances. In otherreasonably comparable disputes the Greenbergs obtained amounts of

Robert G. Sugarman, Esq.
April 24, 1998
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$35,000, $58,000, $49,000, and $195,000 inthe course ofsettling the controversies. Anumber
of settlements included licensing arrangements for the continued use of various images.
Your January 28, 1998 letter setforth standards for compensation that the Greenbergs believe are
not appropriate here. What the Society has typically paid, or rates that may exist in the current
market, arenot relevant because the Greenbergs would nothave been amenable to such rates, and
they were deprived of any chance to decline such rates. No one approached them to determine
whether four times the "market rate" was acceptable. Mr. Greenberg agreed to specific
compensation by the Society over the years because his work was for a nonprofit entity with
nonprofit purposes. That is no longer the situation. In comparison, Mr. Greenberg was paid
$9,800 by 1. Walter Thompson for one photograph used in an advertisement. That photograph,
for which Mr. Greenberg owns copyright, appeared first in the July 1990 National Geographic
magazine.
The statement in your letter that the Greenbergs "have suffered no loss" inthe value of their
copyrights is not sustainable. Some of the Greenbergs' products are directed to children, and
they have the dismaying experience of competing in that market with infringements of their own
images in anEducational Insights product. Your letter notes that the Society was solicitous
regarding the Sea fan infringement. Notyet acknowledged is that the sea fan episode was the
third time thatthe Society had used Mr. Greenberg's copyrighted photographs without consulting
him. The amount offered him by the Society as compensation was not acceptable.
The proposal that is enclosed contains a higher number than previously because the Greenbergs'
legal expense has escalated. You should note, as well, that the proposed license fee has been
substantially reduced. If the offer isnot accepted bythe close of business onMay 1, 1998, the
offer will be automatically withdrawn. The Greenbergs are people of conscience and goodwill,
and their offer is made in that context.
Sincerely,

Norman Davis

Enclosure

Settlement ProPQsal - CQunts I and II

(I) The Society will pay to the Greenbergs thesum of$42,000.00. That sum is inclusive of all
legal expense to date thatis related to the claims in Counts I and II.
(2) Additionally, the Society will pay to the Greenbergs each year thesum of $1,000.00 as a
license fee for the continued use byEducational Insights, Inc. of the disputed images in its
product. The fee for 1998 will bepaid with the amount stated in (1) above. Fees for any
subsequent years will bepaid by January 1 of each year oflicense. The license will expire at the
end of each year and no further fees will be required upon receipt bythe Greenbergs of a sworn
statement by an officer of Educational Insights, Inc. or the Society that all manufacture,
distribution and sale of the product containing the disputed images has ended.
(3) In order to safeguard against any future problems, the Society (and its affiliates, if
applicable) will promptly provide to Mr. Greenberg a visual inventory of all photographs created
originally by him, or any copies or derivatives thatthe Society is holding in its files, archives,
libraries, databases or elsewhere. Mr. Greenberg will thereupon, utilizing the inventory, identify
all such items for which he holds copyright and for which he candemonstrate such copyright or
other proprietary right, and provide such identificatiQn to the Society. The Society will provide
written assurance thatno photographs or items so identified will ever be published, distributed,
licensed, sold or otherwise utilized bythe Society, or by others with its consent or participation,
without a prior written agreement with Mr. Greenberg.
(4) Copyright inthe disputed images in the Educational Insights product will be assigned to Mr.
Greenberg by the Society. Such assignment will not be effective as to any other images
contained in that product.
(5) Upon satisfaction of the items listed above, the Greenbergs are willing to execute a limited
release applicable to the matters addressed in Counts I and II.
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Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This letter has two objectives. In Part I, we will take up again the matter of
Educational Insights, Inc., which has been the subject of previous correspondence. In Part II,
we will set forth our concerns as to other matters disputed by our client, Jerry Greenberg,
with reference to the National Geographic Society ("the Society").

We believe that our client's copyrights have been infringed through the unauthorized
copying, display, sale and/or preparation of derivative works, by the Society and by
Educational Insights, of original works created by Jerry Greenberg. It appears from the
Educational Insights materials, purchased in Florida last year, that the images our client is
disputing were acquired by that company from the Society, complete with copyright notice
asserted by the Society as to the disputed images (and others) in the Educational Insights
products. You indicated in your most recent letter that the Society accepts responsibility for
responding to our concerns. It appears that Educational Insights may not initially have been
aware of any infringement, but our correspondence to them provided notice of copyright
protection. Notwithstanding that notice, Educational Insights has continued the distribution
and sale of the disputed materials; our client advises that a set of the disputed materials was
purchased recently in Florida, Educational Insights, therefore, may have its own exposure in
this dispute.
In your letter of November 18, 1996, you attempted to persuade us that no
infringement of copyright has occurred in the circumstances here. You conceded that "there
are similarities" with respect to the images but insisted that there are "significant differences"
between the Society's illustrations and our client's photographs. Our view -- markedly
different -- is that the Society's illustrations are at least substantially similar to the original
works. We will discuss each illustration, as you did in that letter.
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An exhibit, in a loose-leaf binder ("Exhibit I "), is enclosed that demonstrates the
infringements. On page I, the images highlighted in yellow are those being challenged. On
the following pages, the side-by-side comparative images are supplemented with
transparencies made from each image in the Educationallnsights product and overlaid on our
client's original works. Each of the challenged images is discussed below.
(I) Redband parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 3] You stated that the angle of the fish is
different from the photograph, but that is not correct. The angle of the fish is almost
precisely the same, including bends in the body and the angle of the tail. The perspective
from which our client's photograph was taken is also reflected in the copy. You stated that
the shape of the fish is unavoidably the same, but we do not agree. Hundreds of photographs
or illustrations of a Redband parrotfish may exist, but not one matches the positioning and
the contours captured in Mr. Greenberg's photograph. The color differences you cite are
minor and not legally relevant. The photograph was originally published by Mr. Greenberg
in "The Living Reef" (copyright 1972 A-397524) and is currently published in "The Coral
Reef' (copyright 1975 A-722l27). The photograph was never provided to the Society for
any use of any kind, although several copies of 'The Coral Reef' were sent to the Society
many years ago.
(2) Stoplil;lht parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 5] The differences you cite are minimal.
The similarities are substantial. Our client will continue to insist that his photograph was
infringed. The photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is currently
published in "The Coral Reef." Both the original and the copy are identical in size. The
photograph was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind.
(3) Green moray. [Exhibit I, page 7] Your letter states that the photograph depicts a
green moray eel but that the illustration shows a goldentail. Significantly, the Society's
illustration labels the creature a "moray eel." In its underwater life, a moray rarely presents
much of its body out of its lair. The Greenberg photograph shows a moray emerging about
halfway. Other similarities in the photograph and the copy are substantial, as the exhibit
indicates. The moray photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is
currently published in "The Coral Reef." The photograph was never provided to the Society
for any use of any kind.
(4) J2iym. We categorically disagree with your depiction of differences between our
client's photographs and the illustrations in your package. The comparisons speak for
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themselves, and the overlays on pages 9 and II of Exhibit I plainly demonstrate a striking
similarity.
(a) The lead diver [Exhibit I, page 9] was originally published by National
Geographic Magazine in January 1962 (copyright 1962 B-960824). Copyright as to that
photograph was assigned to Jerry Greenberg on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg
renewed the copyright inl989 (RE-478-546). The photograph is currently published in "The
Coral Reef. " You will note that the lead diver is using an old-style two-hose regulator, with
double tanks.
(b) The flowing-hair diver [Exhibit 1, page 11] was originally published in "The
Living Reef' and was also published in a poster titled "Living Corals of the Tropical
Atlantic" (copyright 1974 K-I07l29). That diver is using a customized mini-double tank rig
made for the Greenbergs' son. The tanks are floating upward because the rig did not have a
crotch strap for fastening the tanks down.
(5) Bull shark. [Exhibit 1, pages 13 and 15] Your November 18lelter ignored our
discussion of a bull shark illustration in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Ocean"
(Code 3907). The bull shark photograph was provided to the Society from Mr. Greenberg's
files in 1963 with other materials pertaining to a photo essay on sharks and shark research.
The essay was eventually published by the Society, but the bull shark photograph was not
used, and his photograph was belatedly returned to Mr. Greenberg. The bull shark
photograph was first published by Mr. Greenberg in "Fish Men Fear: Shark" (copyright
1969 A-I06-687), and subsequently in his poster titled "Shark!" (copyright 1974 K-l07130). The photograph is currently published in "Sharks and Other Dangerous Sea Creatures"
(copyright 1981 VA-70-254), and in "Beneath Coral Seas" (copyright 1986 VA-240-616).
The enclosed Exhibit 1 has two separate comparisons of the bull shark image. On
page 13 is an overlay, prepared from the Society's image, placed atop Mr. Greenberg's file
photograph. The images are exactly the same with the exception ofthe tail. The modified
tail in the Society's image was taken from a separate Greenberg photograph of a bull shark
that was provided to the Society, and the tail modification can be quickly seen in the display
on page 15 of Exhibit 1.
In a letter to Mr. Greenberg, dated December 29, 1967, Bryan Hodgson stated that
Mr. Greenberg's shark transparencies "were in the possession of Bill Bond, who used them
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as reference material for his painting in the SHARKS story." Our contention is that they
were not used merely for reference purposes but were copied. The painting referred to by
Bond is the same used in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Sea" (Code 3907).
(6) Other sharks. Inadvertently not included in our correspondence with Educational
Insights was discussion regarding three other shark images that are contained in their
"Creatures of the Open Sea." Other unauthorized copies include a great hammerhead shark,
an oceanic whitetip shark, and a silky shark that Mr. Greenberg believes were copied from
photographs provided to the Society by him for the article that was published in 1968.
Comparisons of the whitetip shark images are shown on pages 16 and 17 of Exhibit I. The
whitetip photograph was delivered by Mr. Greenberg to the Society in the 1960s, but was
never published in the magazine. The Society may have kept other unpublished slides from
the shark assignment and used them for these illustrations.
Resolution of the dispute regarding the images in the Educational Insights material is
discussed below, following Part II.
Part II

Mr. Greenberg, as you may be aware, has had a professional and business relationship
with the Society spanning a period of some three decades. He has carefully documented that
relationship. Many photographs were provided by him to the Society's publications pursuant
to contracts, according to the terms of each. Many other photographs were provided in good
faith by Mr. Greenberg for the Society's consideration, without the protection of a contract.
On some assignments when submitted photographs were not published, the Society retained
"selects" that should have been returned to him. Mr. Greenberg eventually discovered,
however, that the Society, without his permission, had published, or permitted the
publication of, various materials for which the Society had no copyright or contract rights,
but for which Mr. Greenberg had proprietary rights.
A separate loose-leaf exhibit ("Exhibit 2") is enclosed that illustrates the unauthorized
uses discussed below.
(A) An infringement appeared in a promotional piece for the Society that was
published in September 1975. Mr. Greenberg possessed a copyright in the photograph used.
The infringing photograph, showing a scuba diver cruising among reefs and fans, first
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appeared by arrangement with Mr. Greenberg in 1967 in the Society's book titled "World
Beneath the Sea." The photograph subsequently was published by Mr. Greenberg in 1969 in
a book titled "Adventures ofa Reefcomber' (A-129-935). It was subsequently published by
Mr. Greenberg in 1972 in "The Living Reef' (A-397-524), Both books contained copyright
notice, and each copyright was registered. In 1973, by agreement with Mr. Greenberg, the
Society republished the photograph in a second edition of "World Beneath the Sea." No
further use by the Society was ever authorized. Exhibit 2, pages 1-2.
(B) An unauthorized use appeared in the MarchiApril 1994 issue of Traveler
magazine, published by the Society. Displayed on page 70 of the issue was a photograph of
a skin diver "swimming through a coral jungle," in the language of the caption. That
photograph originally appeared in the Winter 1985/86 issue of Traveler, pursuant to a written
agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the Society. That agreement, by its terms, limited the
Society's rights to one-time publication. The photograph was copyrighted in 1985 by Mr.
Greenberg (VA-417-426). The 1994 publication was not authorized by the agreement. The
Society eventually conceded that the use was unauthorized and paid Mr. Greenberg. Exhibit
2, pages 3-4.
(C) A photograph of a sea fan, originally authorized by Mr. Greenberg for one-time
use in the Society's magazine in July 1990, was improperly included in a color brochure
promoting the 1996 Jason Project. The Society acknowledged the impropriety, with
apologies, in a letter dated October 26, 1995, from Rock Wheeler. That infringement has not
been resolved. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated October 26, 1995, Rock Wheeler admitted
that the Society had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright by using the photograph. "We
realize the importance of copyright," Mr. Wheeler wrote, "and that we have committed a
serious violation." Exhibit 2, pages 5-6.

Mr. Greenberg has attempted on literally dozens of occasions through the years to
guard against unauthorized uses of his photographs by the Society and to recover
photographs that the Society had no legal right to retain. There may have been other
unauthorized uses. In at least one instance his request for the return of materials was
adamantly refused. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated April 18, 1994, W. Allan Royce
advised that the Society was entitled by contract to retain photographs created by Mr.
Greenberg pursuant to assignments given to him by the Society's magazine. "None of this
material," he wrote, "is going to be returned to you." We challenge the Sociery to
demonstrate, through the written agreements to which Mr. Royce's letter referred, that the
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Society ever obtained any right to retain in its files any material provided by Mr. Greenberg,
after the one-time publication to which he agreed, and for the article on which the assignment
was based, had been satisfied.
The one exception to that principle was an agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the
Society in 1962, in which the magazine was permitted to pull and to keep "a few selects,"
which we understand to be photographs not published but with ongoing potential for
publication. Instead, more than 50 selects were pulled. It is a reasonable inference that the
Society has hundreds of Mr. Greenberg's photographs in hard-copy files, on videodisc, or in
other electronic storage and retrieval systems that may be in use. You will appreciate that
each photograph submitted on assignment by Mr. Greenberg and actually used in a Society
publication was accompanied by literally dozens of other photographs from which a final
selection was made. Samples of the Society's photographic indexing in Mr. Greenberg's
possession make it clear that materials created by him can be located in the Society's files.
Mr. Greenberg, for a period of years, allowed the Society to retain photographs by
him that were never intended for publication. That era of good faith reliance on his part has
passed. We believe that at least one of the unauthorized uses of his photographs described
in this Part II, as well as those described in Part I, are actionable in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of Florida. The unauthorized uses of his copyrighted works is one
aspect of the problem. The fact that the Society is using some of those works in publications
and for purposes that compete unfairly with Mr. Greenberg in his own business ventures is
another.
Mr. Greenberg's objective is to resolve all of the matters set forth in this letter,
completely and with finality, and not on a piecemeal basis. Enclosed is a settlement proposal
-- containing two separate options -- that can accomplish that objective. If a settlement
cannot be concluded to our client's satisfaction, we will proceed with an action in federal
court in Florida that will name the Society as defendant. Educational Insights, Inc. may also
be named because of its continuing use of the protected photographs. Our client is not
interested in protracted negotiations. We must receive a response from the Society with
respect to the two enclosed options by the close of business on Friday, April 18, 1997. Mr.
Greenberg's legal expense to date is incorporated in the settlement options. Any additional
legal expense more than nominal in nature will change the damage amounts sought. The
enclosed loose-leaf exhibits are the property of Mr. Greenberg and must be returned upon the
conclusion of this matter.
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We have represented Mr. Greenberg on copyright matters for many years and have
found himto be eminently reasonable in demands directed to infringing parties. That fact is
reinforced by the infrequent occasionswhenit has been necessary to seek the assistance of a
federal court, and on each such occasion the effort has been successful. We look forward to a
response on or before the aforesaid date.
Very truly yours,

.i\ ~\tAM'lJw~

Normah Davis

Enclosures

bee: Jerry Greenberg
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(1)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educationallnsights, Inc., in the amount of $35,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date.
(2)
Educational Insights, Inc. must immediately and permanently cease and desist
from any further use in any manner of the disputed images.
(3)
The Society must immediately and permanently cease and desist from any use
in any manner, by itself or by others with its consent, of any original works of Jerry
Greenberg, or copies thereof, that may be in the Society's possession or control.
(4)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever.
(5)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(6)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.

•
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(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $40,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date. Such payment will entitle Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to utilize the
disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for the remainder of 1997.
(2)
After 1997, Educational Insights, Inc. and/or the National Geographic Society
may enter into a license agreement that permits Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to
utilize the disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for all of 1998. The
license fee for that period is $4,000, whether or not the disputed images are utilized during
the entire period. Such payment must be received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December
3 I, 1997. The licensee( s) will have the option of renewing the license on the same terms, for
a license fee of $4,000, for any succeeding year, provided that notice of renewal and the
license fee are received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December 31 of the year of the
expiring license. If the license is not renewed for any year, all rights of the licensee(s) will
end at the expiration of an existing license, and neither the Society nor Educational Insights,
Inc. may thereafter use any of the disputed images in any manner. We will prepare the
license agreement.
(3)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever (apart from the uses contemplated in
paragraph (2) above).
(4)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(5)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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BYTELECOPY & MAIL
April 21, 1998
Robert G, Sugarman, Esq.
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10153
Re:

Jerry Greenberg, et al. v. National Geographic Society, et al.

Dear Bob:
The contents ofthis letter are intended solely for the purpose of exploring a settlement ofthe
dispute as to Counts I and II oftheAmended Complaint and with the expectation that the
contents will beused forno other purpose. Our clients, as you are aware, are engaged in a timeconsuming and costly phase inpreparing responses to discovery requests pertaining to Counts I
and II. The Greenbergs already have incurred more than $15,000 in attorney's fees and some
$2,000 in costs with respect to those counts, and those numbers areescalating. Encompassed in
those amounts are unsuccessful attempts by their counsel, before proceeding to litigation, to
resolve issues as to those counts with Educational Insights, Inc. and with theNational
Geographic Society. Thus, in an attempt to halt the growing expense, the Greenbergs are
prepared to make one last proposal to resolve Counts I and II by settlement. If this attempt is
unsuccessful, they are resolved to allow the court to determine whether infringements have
occurred, and if so, to award damages.
The only leverage the Greenbergs have in a settlement discussion is their conviction thattheir
works have been infringed and that they are entitled to fair redress. They are prepared to
continue their investment inthe litigation if necessary. Their adversaries are bountifully
endowed, while the Greenbergs are not. On the other hand, they are nothand-to-mouth artists
who must struggle to pursue their creative efforts. The Greenbergs have operated a modestly
successful business, attributable only to the quality of their works, that has produced revenues in
excess of$2,500,000, and significant license fee arrangements with various entities, inthe last
five years. The enclosed promotional fliers illustrate some oftheir current products.
Nor are the Greenbergs litigious. In the last decade they have resolved scores of disputes over
infringements of their works without litigation, and have filed complaints in only a handful of
circumstances. In other reasonably comparable disputes the Greenbergs obtained amounts of
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$35,000, $58,000, $49,000, and $195,000 inthe course ofsettling the controversies, A number
of settlements included licensing arrangements for the continued use ofvarious images.
Your January 28, 1998 letter set forth standards for compensation that the Greenbergs believe are
not appropriate here. What the Society has typically paid, or rates thatmay exist inthe current
market, are not relevant because the Greenbergs would nothave been amenable to such rates, and
they were deprived of any chance to decline such rates. No one approached them to determine
whether four times the "market rate" was acceptable. Mr. Greenberg agreed to specific
compensation by the Society over theyears because his work was for a nonprofit entity with
nonprofit purposes. That is no longer the situation. In comparison, Mr. Greenberg was paid
$9,800 by J. Walter Thompson for one photograph used in anadvertisement. That photograph,
forwhich Mr Greenberg owns copyright, appeared first inthe July 1990 National Geographic
magazine.
The statement in your letter that the Greenbergs "have suffered no loss" inthevalue oftheir
copyrights is not sustainable, Some ofthe Greenbergs' products are directed to children, and
they have the dismaying experience of competing in that market with infringements of their own
images in anEducational Insights product. Your letter notes thatthe Society was solicitous
regarding the sea fan infringement. Notyet acknowledged isthatthe sea fan episode was the
third time thatthe Society had used Mr. Greenberg's copyrighted photographs without consulting
him. The amount offered him by the Society as compensation was not acceptable.
The proposal that is enclosed contains a higher number than previously because the Greenbergs'
legal expense has escalated. You should note, aswell, that the proposed license fee has been
substantially reduced. If the offer is not accepted by the close ofbusiness onMay 1, 1998, the
offer will be automatically withdrawn. The Greenbergs are people of conscience and goodwill,
and their offer is made in that context.
Sincerely,

Norman Davis

Enclosure

Settlement proposal - Coynts I and II

(I) The Society will pay to theGreenbergs thesum of $42,000.00. That sum is inclusive of all
legal expense to date thatis related to the claims in Counts I and II.
(2) Additionally, the Society will pay to the Greenbergs each year the sum of$I,OOO.OO as a
license fee for the continued useby Educational Insights, Inc. of the disputed images inits
product. The fee for 1998 will bepaid with the amount stated in (1) above. Fees for any
subsequent years will be paid by January I of each year oflicense. The license will expire at the
end of each year and no further fees will berequired upon receipt bythe Greenbergs of a sworn
statement byan officer of Educational Insights, Inc. or the Society that all manufacture,
distribution and sale of the product containing the disputed images has ended.
(3) In order to safeguard against any future problems, the Society (and its affiliates, if
applicable) will promptly provide to Mr. Greenberg a visual inventory of all photographs created
originally by him, or any copies or derivatives that the Society is holding in its files, archives,
libraries, databases or elsewhere. Mr. Greenberg will thereupon, utilizing the inventory, identify
all such items forwhich he holds copyright and for which he candemonstrate such copyright or
other proprietary right, and provide such identification to the Society. The Society will provide
wrltten assurance thatno photographs or items so identified will ever be published, distributed,
licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with its consent or participation,
without a prior written agreement with Mr. Greenberg.
(4) Copyright inthe disputed images intheEducational Insights product will be assigned to Mr.
Greenberg by the Society. Such assignment will not be effective asto any other images
contained in that product.
(5) Upon satisfaction of the items listed above, the Greenbergs arewilling to execute a limited
release applicable to the matters addressed inCounts I and II.

September 6, 1989

Mr. Robert Patton
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ~IAGAZINE
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Dob:

National Geographic Magnz i.ne has a double investment in this
story with Fred and myself as photographers. In light of
this, I have come up with a better price schedule for usc of
the seven transparencies I sent you on 29 August.,
I authorize a reduced rate of 50% on usc prices quoted on

the above mentioned letter. ($500.00 per chrome and $1,250.00
for the three 1tems of the JT2 6erieb). The declared value
will 'remain the same as requested in my letter of the 29th.
Also, I do have additional new material that would be "icing
on the cake" for this story. In the mean time, I n m enclosing,
as per your requebt, 8-35mm chromes of a t~rounding that took
place on Key Lar-go Dry Rocks on Memorial Day, 1989. These
items were used as evidence in the case against the boatmen

involved in the grounding. The usc rate for the above 8items will be as quoted @ $500.00 per chrome.
After you mlliee your selections for the showing to Dill,
would you be ldnd enough to send me good quali ty photo
copies of them so I can send on some additional material
for you to look at without dulicating what you have made a
choice of.

""e,

~"a(fM'

Jerry Greenberg
6840 SW 92nd Street
~lianli, I"lorida 33156
305/667-4051

enc: 8-chromes
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SUZANNE ROSS McDOWELL
AssistantVice President
LEGAL AFFAIRS, PUBLICATIONS

June 9, 1997

Norman Davis, Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131-2398
Re: Jerry Greenberg
Dear Mr. Davis:
As requested, I enclose the exhibits that you sent on March 13, 1997. I apologize
for the delay.

Sincerely,

s:\wpv,:in\dav2retn.ltr

1145 17th Street N.W.. Washington. D.C. 20036-4688. U.S.A.
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BY TELECOPY & MAIL
January 16, 1998
Robert G. Sugarman, Esq.
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10153
Re:

Jerry Greenberg, et al. v. National Geographic Society, et al.

Dear Mr. Sugarman:
You and I have had telephone discussions this week regarding the prospect for settling Count I
and Count II of the Amended Complaint. The Greenbergs have no enthusiasm for a partial
settlement of their case, but are willing to resolve those two counts with the National Geographic
Society ("the Society") on the basis described below. This proposal is tendered solely as a
compromise for the purpose of settlement withthe expectation that it will beused for no other
purpose.

(I) The Society will pay to theGreenbergs the sumof$4G,000.00. That sum is inclusive of all
legal expense to date thatis related to the claims in Counts I and II.
(2) Additionally, the Society will payto the Greenbergs each year the sum of $2,000.00 as a
license fee for the continued USe byEducational Insights, Inc. of the disputed images in its
product. The fee for 1998 will be paid with the amount stated in (1) above. Fees for any
subsequent years will be paid by January 1 of each year oflicense. The license will expire and
no further fees will berequired upon receipt by the Greenbergs of a sworn statement by an
officer ofEducational Insights, Inc. or the Society thatall manufacture, distribution and sale of
the product containing the disputed images has ended.
(3) In order to safeguard against any future problems, the Society (and its affiliates, if
applicable) will promptly provide to Mr. Greenberg a visual inventory of all photographs, copies
or derivatives, created originally byhim, thatthe Society is holding inits files, archives,
libraries, databases or elsewhere. Mr. Greenberg will thereupon identifY on the inventory all
such items for which he holds copyright and forwhich he can demonstrate such copyright, and
provide such identification to the Society. The Society will provide written assurance thatno
photographs or items so identified will ever be published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise
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utilized by the Society, or byothers with its consent or participation, without a prior written
agreement withMr Greenberg,
(4) Copyright in the disputed images in theEducational Insights product will beassigned to Mr.
Greenberg by the Society. Such assignment will not be effective as to any other images
contained in thatproduct.
The proposal set forth above represents significant. compromise in terms of any previous
proposal. The money amount incorporates legal expense incurred in preparation of the
complaint, and it incorporates as well theinfringement (admitted bythe Society) embodied in
Count II. The license fee has been reduced from a former demand. The Greenbergs have
instructed me that some flexibility remains as to some details in the proposal, but not as to its
substance. They are otherwise willing to seethe claims through to the end. The proposal is
offered in good faith, and in the expectation that it will be resolved, one way or another, withthe
least d e l a y . ·
Sincerely,

Norman Davis
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Norman Davis

March 13, 1997

305.577.2988

Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This letter has two objectives. In Part I, we will take up again the matter of
Educational Insights, Inc., which has been the subject of previous correspondence. In Part II,
we will set forth our concerns as to other matters disputed by our client, Jerry Greenberg,
with reference to the National Geographic Society ("the Society").

We believe that our client's copyrights have been infringed through the unauthorized
copying, display, sale and/or preparation of derivative works, by the Society and by
Educational Insights, of original works created by Jerry Greenberg. It appears from the
Educational Insights materials, purchased in Florida last year, that the images our client is
disputing were acquired by that company from the Society, complete with copyright notice
asserted by the Society as to the disputed images (and others) in the Educational Insights
products. You indicated in your most recent letter that the Society accepts responsibility for
responding to our concerns. It appears that Educational Insights may not initially have been
aware of any infringement, but our correspondence to them provided notice of copyright
protection. Notwithstanding that notice, Educational Insights has continued the distribution
and sale of the disputed materials; our client advises that a set of the disputed materials was
purchased recently in Florida. Educational Insights, therefore, may have its own exposure in
this dispute.
In your letter of November 18, 1996, you attempted to persuade us that no
infringement of copyright has occurred in the circumstances here. You conceded that "there
are similarities" with respect to the images but insisted that there are "significant differences"
between the Society's illustrations and our client's photographs. Our view -- markedly
different -- is that the Society's illustrations are at least substantially similar to the original
works. We will discuss each illustration, as you did in that letter.

West Palm Beach
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An exhibit, in a loose-leaf binder ("Exhibit I n), is enclosed that demonstrates the
infringements. On page I, the images highlighted in yellow are those being challenged. On
the following pages, the side-by-side comparative images are supplemented with
transparencies made from each image in the Educational Insights product and overlaid on our
client's original works. Each of the challenged images is discussed below.

(I) Redband parrotfjsh. [Exhibit I, page 3] You stated that the angle of the fish is
different from the photograph, but that is not correct. The angle of the fish is almost
precisely the same, including bends in the body and the angle of the tail. The perspective
from which our client's photograph was taken is also reflected in the copy. You stated that
the shape of the fish is unavoidably the same, but we do not agree. Hundreds of photographs
or illustrations of a Redband parrotfish may exist, but not one matches the positioning and
the contours captured in Mr. Greenberg's photograph. The color differences you cite are
minor and not legally relevant. The photograph was originally published by Mr. Greenberg
in "The Living Reef" (copyright 1972 A-397524) and is currently published in "The Coral
Reef' (copyright 1975 A-722127). The photograph was never provided to the Society for
any use of any kind, although several copies of "The Coral Reef' were sent to the Society
many years ago.
(2) Stoplight parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 5] The differences you cite are minimal.
The similarities are substantial. Our client will continue to insist that his photograph was
infringed. The photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is currently
published in "The Coral Reef" Both the original and the copy are identical in size. The
photograph was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind.
(3) Green moray. [Exhibit I, page 7] Your letter states that the photograph depicts a
green moray eel but that the illustration shows a goldentail. Significantly, the Society's
illustration labels the creature a "moray eel." In its underwater life, a moray rarely presents
much of its body out of its lair. The Greenberg photograph shows a moray emerging about
halfway. Other similarities in the photograph and the copy are substantial, as the exhibit
indicates. The moray photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is
currently published in "The Coral Reef" The photograph was never provided to the Society
for any use of any kind.
(4) ~. We categorically disagree with your depiction of differences between our
client's photographs and the illustrations in your package. The comparisons speak for
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themselves, and the overlays on pages 9 and II of Exhibit I plainly demonstrate a striking
similarity.
(a) The lead diver [Exhibit 1, page 9] was originally published by National
Geographic Magazine in January 1962 (copyright 1962 B-960824). Copyright as to that
photograph was assigned to Jerry Greenberg on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg
renewed the copyright inl989 (RE-478-546). The photograph is currently published in "The
Coral Reef" You will note that the lead diver is using an old-style two-hose regulator, with
double tanks.
(b) The flowing-hair diver [Exhibit 1, page II] was originally published in "The
Living Reef' and was also published in a poster titled "Living Corals of the Tropical
Atlantic" (copyright 1974 K-I07129). That diver is using a customized mini-double tank rig
made for the Greenbergs' son. The tanks are floating upward because the rig did not have a
crotch strap for fastening the tanks down.
(5) Bull shark. [Exhibit I, pages 13 and 15] Your November 18 letter ignored our
discussion ofa bull shark illustration in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Ocean"
(Code 3907). The bull shark photograph was provided to the Society from Mr. Greenberg's
files in 1963 with other materials pertaining to a photo essay on sharks and shark research.
The essay was eventually published by the Society, but the bull shark photograph was not
used, and his photograph was belatedly returned to Mr. Greenberg. The bull shark
photograph was first published by Mr. Greenberg in "Fish Men Fear: Shark" (copyright
1969 A-I06-687), and subsequently in his poster titled "Shark!" (copyright 1974 K-107130). The photograph is currently published in "Sharks and Other Dangerous Sea Creatures"
(copyright 1981 VA-70-254), and in "Beneath Coral Seas" (copyright 1986 VA-240-616)
The enclosed Exhibit 1 has two separate comparisons of the bull shark image. On
page 13 is an overlay, prepared from the Society's image, placed atop Mr. Greenberg's file
photograph. The images are exactly the same with the exception of the tail. The modified
tail in the Society's image was taken from a separate Greenberg photograph of a bull shark
that was provided to the Society, and the tail modification can be quickly seen in the display
on page 15 of Exhibit I.
In a letter to Mr. Greenberg, dated December 29, 1967, Bryan Hodgson stated that
Mr. Greenberg's shark transparencies "were in the possession of Bill Bond, who used them
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as reference material for his painting in the SHARKS story." Our contention is that they
were not used merely for reference purposes but were copied. The painting referred to by
Bond is the same used in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Sea" (Code 3907)
(6) Other sharks. Inadvertently not included in our correspondence with Educational
Insights was discussion regarding three other shark images that are contained in their
"Creatures of the Open Sea." Other unauthorized copies include a great hammerhead shark,
an oceanic whitetip shark, and a silky shark that Mr. Greenberg believes were copied from
photographs provided to the Society by him for the article that was published in 1968.
Comparisons of the whitetip shark images are shown on pages 16 and 17 of Exhibit I. The
whitetip photograph was delivered by Mr. Greenberg to the Society in the 1960s, but was
never published in the magazine. The Society may have kept other unpublished slides from
the shark assignment and used them for these illustrations.
Resolution of the dispute regarding the images in the Educational Insights material is
discussed below, following Part II.
Part II

Mr. Greenberg, as you may be aware, has had a professional and business relationshi p
with the Society spanning a period of some three decades. He has carefully documented that
relationship. Many photographs were provided by him to the Society's publications pursuant
to contracts, according to the terms of each. Many other photographs were provided in good
faith by Mr. Greenberg for the Society's consideration, without the protection of a contract.
On some assignments when submitted photographs were not published, the Society retained
"selects" that should have been returned to him. Mr. Greenberg eventually discovered,
however, that the Society, without his permission, had published, or permitted the
publication of, various materials for which the Society had no copyright or contract rights,
but for which Mr. Greenberg had proprietary rights.
A separate loose-leaf exhibit ("Exhibit 2") is enclosed that illustrates the unauthorized
uses discussed below.
(A) An infringement appeared in a promotional piece for the Society that was
published in September 1975. Mr. Greenberg possessed a copyright in the photograph used.
The infringing photograph, showing a scuba diver cruising among reefs and fans, first
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appeared by arrangement with Mr. Greenberg in 1967 in the Society's book titled "World
Beneath the Sea." The photograph subsequently was published by Mr. Greenberg in 1969 in
a book titled "Adventures of a Reefcomber" (A-l 29-935). It was subsequently published by
Mr. Greenberg in 1972 in "The Living Reef' (A-397-524). Both books contained copyright
notice, and each copyright was registered. In 1973, by agreement with Mr. Greenberg, the
Society republished the photograph in a second edition of "World Beneath the Sea." No
further use by the Society was ever authorized. Exhibit 2, pages 1-2.
(B) An unauthorized use appeared in the March!April 1994 issue of Traveler
magazine, published by the Society. Displayed on page 70 of the issue was a photograph of
a skin diver "swimming through a coral jungle," in the language of the caption. That
photograph originally appeared in the Winter 1985/86 issue of Traveler, pursuant to a written
agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the Society. That agreement, by its terms, limited the
Society's rights to one-time publication. The photograph was copyrighted in 1985 by Mr.
Greenberg (VA-417 -426). The 1994 publication was not authorized by the agreement. The
Society eventually conceded that the use was unauthorized and paid Mr. Greenberg. Exhibit
2, pages 3-4.
(C) A photograph of a sea fan, originally authorized by Mr. Greenberg for one-time
use in the Society's magazine in July 1990, was improperly included in a color brochure
promoting the 1996 Jason Project. The Society acknowledged the impropriety, with
apologies, in a letter dated October 26, 1995, from Rock Wheeler. That infiingement has not
been resolved. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated October 26, 1995, Rock Wheeler admitted
that the Society had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright by using the photograph. "We
realize the importance of copyright," Mr. Wheeler wrote, "and that we have committed a
serious violation." Exhibit 2, pages 5-6.

Mr. Greenberg has attempted on literally dozens of occasions through the years to
guard against unauthorized uses of his photographs by the Society and to recover
photographs that the Society had no legal right to retain. There may have been other
unauthorized uses. In at least one instance his request for the return of materials was
adamantly refused. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated April 18, 1994, W. Allan Royce
advised that the Society was entitled by contract to retain photographs created by Mr.
Greenberg pursuant to assignments given to him by the Society's magazine. "None of this
material," he wrote, "is going to be returned to you." We challenge the Society to
demonstrate, through the written agreements to which Mr. Royce's letter referred, that the
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Society ever obtained any right to retain in its files any material provided by Mr. Greenberg,
after the one-time publication to which he agreed, and for the article on which the assignment
was based, had been satisfied.
The one exception to that principle was an agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the
Society in 1962, in which the magazine was permitted to pull and to keep "a few selects,"
which we understand to be photographs not published but with ongoing potential for
publication. Instead, more than 50 selects were pulled. It is a reasonable inference that the
Society has hundreds of Mr. Greenberg's photographs in hard-copy files, on videodisc, or in
other electronic storage and retrieval systems that may be in use. You will appreciate that
each photograph submitted on assignment by Mr. Greenberg and actually used in a Society
publication was accompanied by literally dozens of other photographs from which a final
selection was made. Samples of the Society's photographic indexing in Mr. Greenberg's
possession make it clear that materials created by him can be located in the Society's files.

Mr. Greenberg, for a period of years, allowed the Society to retain photographs by
him that were never intended for publication. That era of good faith reliance on his part has
passed. We believe that at least one of the unauthorized uses of his photographs described
in this Part II, as well as those described in Part I, are actionable in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of Florida. The unauthorized uses of his copyrighted works is one
aspect of the problem. The fact that the Society is using some of those works in publications
and for purposes that compete unfairly with Mr. Greenberg in his own business ventures is
another.
Mr. Greenberg's objective is to resolve all of the matters set forth in this letter,
completely and with finality, and not on a piecemeal basis. Enclosed is a settlement proposal
-- containing two separate options -- that can accomplish that objective. If a settlement
cannot be concluded to our client's satisfaction, we will proceed with an action in federal
court in Florida that will name the Society as defendant. Educational Insights, Inc. may also
be named because of its continuing use of the protected photographs. Our client is not
interested in protracted negotiations. We must receive a response from the Society with
respect to the two enclosed options by the close of business on Friday, April 18, 1997. Mr.
Greenberg's legal expense to date is incorporated in the settlement options. Any additional
legal expense more than nominal in nature will change the damage amounts sought. The
enclosed loose-leaf exhibits are the property of Mr. Greenberg and must be returned upon the
conclusion of this matter.
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We have represented Mr. Greenberg on copyright matters for many years and have
found him to be eminently reasonable in demands directed to infringing parties. That fact is
reinforced by the infrequent occasions when it has been necessary to seek the assistance of a
federal court, and on each such occasion the effort has been successful. We look forward to a
response on or before the aforesaid date.
Very truly yours,

·r\~\~~W~
Norm~
Davis

Enclosures

bee: Jerry Greenberg

--------------~----------------------------.
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Option B
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., inthe amount of $40,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date. Such payment will entitle Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to utilize the
disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for the remainder of 1997.
(2)
After 1997, Educational Insights, Inc. and/or the National Geographic Society
may enter into a license agreement that permits Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to
utilize the disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for all of 1998. The
license fee for that period is $4,000, whether or not the disputed images are utilized during
the entire period. Such payment must be received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December
3 I, 1997. The licensee(s) will have the option of renewing the license on the same terms, for
a license fee of $4,000, for any succeeding year, provided that notice of renewal and the
license fee are received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December 3 I of the year of the
expiring license. If the license is not renewed for any year, all rights of the licensee(s) will
end at the expiration of an existing license, and neither the Society nor Educational Insights,
Inc. may thereafter use any of the disputed images in any manner. We will prepare the
license agreement.
(3)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever (apart from the uses contemplated in
paragraph (2) above).
(4)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(5)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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Option A
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $35,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date.
(2)
Educational Insights, Inc. must immediately and permanently cease and desist
from any further use in any manner of the disputed images.
(3)
The Society must immediately and permanently cease and desist from any use
in any manner, by itself or by others with its consent, of any original works of Jerry
Greenberg, or copies thereof, that may be in the Society's possession or control.
(4)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever.
(5)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(6)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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Norman Davis

305.577.2988

Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This letter has two objectives. In Part I, we will take up again the matter of
Educational Insights, Inc., which has been the subject of previous correspondence. In Part 11,
we will set forth our concerns as to other matters disputed by our client, Jerry Greenberg,
with reference to the National Geographic Society ("the Society").

We believe that our client's copyrights have been infringed through the unauthorized
copying, display, sale and/or preparation of derivative works, by the Society and by
Educational Insights, of original works created by Jerry Greenberg. It appears from the
Educational Insights materials, purchased in Florida last year, that the images our client is
disputing were acquired by that company from the Society, complete with copyright notice
asserted by the Society as to the disputed images (and others) in the Educational Insights
products. You indicated in your most recent letter that the Society accepts responsibility for
responding to our concerns. It appears that Educational Insights may not initially have been
aware of any infringement, but our correspondence to them provided notice of copyright
protection. Notwithstanding that notice, Educational Insights has continued the distribution
and sale of the disputed materials; our client advises that a set of the disputed materials was
purchased recently in Florida. Educational Insights, therefore, may have its own exposure in
this dispute.
In your letter of November 18, 1996, you attempted to persuade us that no
infringement of copyright has occurred in the circumstances here. You conceded that "there
are similarities" with respect to the images but insisted that there are "significant differences"
between the Society's illustrations and our client's photographs. Our view __ markedly
different -- is that the Society's illustrations are at least substantially similar to the original
works. We will discuss each illustration, as you did in that letter.
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An exhibit, in a loose-leaf binder ("Exhibit I U), is enclosed that demonstrates the
infringements. On page I, the images highlighted in yellow are those being challenged. On
the following pages, the side-by-side comparative images are supplemented with
transparencies made from each image in the Educational Insights product and overlaid on our
client's original works. Each of the challenged images is discussed below.

(I) Redband parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 3] You stated that the angle of the fish is
different from the photograph, but that is not correct. The angle of the fish is almost
precisely the same, including bends in the body and the angle of the tail. The perspective
from which our client's photograph was taken is also reflected in the copy. You stated that
the shape of the fish is unavoidably the same, but we do not agree. Hundreds of photographs
or illustrations of a Redband parrotfish may exist, but not one matches the positioning and
the contours captured in Mr. Greenberg's photograph. The color differences you cite are
minor and not legally relevant. The photograph was originally published by Mr. Greenberg
in "The Living Reef" (copyright 1972 A-397524) and is currently published in "The Coral
Reef' (copyright 1975 A-722127). The photograph was never provided to the Society for
any use of any kind, although several copies of"The Coral Reef' were sent to the Society
many years ago.
(2) Stoplii:ht parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 5] The differences you cite are minimal.
The similarities are substantial. Our client will continue to insist that his photograph was
infringed. The photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is currently
published in "The Coral Reef." Both the original and the copy are identical in size. The
photograph was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind.
(3) Green moray. [Exhibit I, page 7] Your letter states that the photograph depicts a
green moray eel but that the illustration shows a goldentail. Significantly, the Society's
illustration labels the creature a "moray eel." In its underwater life, a moray rarely presents
much of its body out of its lair. The Greenberg photograph shows a moray emerging about
halfway. Other similarities in the photograph and the copy are substantial, as the exhibit
indicates. The moray photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is
currently published in 'The Coral Reef." The photograph was never provided to the Society
for any use of any kind.
(4) lliYl:rs. We categorically disagree with your depiction of differences between our
client's photographs and the illustrations in your package. The comparisons speak for
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themselves, and the overlays on pages 9 and II of Exhibit I plainly demonstrate a striking
similarity.
(a) The lead diver [Exhibit I, page 9) was originally published by National
Geographic Magazine in January 1962 (copyright 1962 B-960824). Copyright as to that
photograph was assigned to Jerry Greenberg on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg
renewed the copyright inl989 (RE-478-546). The photograph is currently published in "The
Coral Reef." You will note that the lead diver is using an old-style two-hose regulator, with
double tanks.
(b) The flowing-hair diver [Exhibit I, page 11] was originally published in "The
Living Reef' and was also published in a poster titled "Living Corals of the Tropical
Atlantic" (copyright 1974 K-I07129). That diver is using a customized mini-double tank rig
made for the Greenbergs' son. The tanks are floating upward because the rig did not have a
crotch strap for fastening the tanks down.
(5) Bull shark. [Exhibit I, pages 13 and 15) Your November 18 letter ignored our
discussion of a bull shark illustration in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Ocean"
(Code 3907). The bull shark photograph was provided to the Society from Mr. Greenberg's
files in 1963 with other materials pertaining to a photo essay on sharks and shark research.
The essay was eventually published by the Society, but the bull shark photograph was not
used, and his photograph was belatedly returned to Mr. Greenberg. The bull shark
photograph was first published by Mr. Greenberg in "Fish Men Fear: Shark" (copyright
1969 A-I 06-687), and subsequently in his poster titled "Shark!" (copyright 1974 K-I 07130). The photograph is currently published in "Sharks and Other Dangerous Sea Creatures"
(copyright 1981 VA-70-254), and in "Beneath Coral Seas" (copyright 1986 VA-240-616).
The enclosed Exhibit I has two separate comparisons of the bull shark image. On
page 13 is an overlay, prepared from the Society's image, placed atop Mr. Greenberg's file
photograph. The images are exactly the same with the exception of the tail. The modified
tail in the Society's image was taken from a separate Greenberg photograph of a bull shark
that was provided to the Society, and the tail modification can be quickly seen in the display
on page 15 of Exhibit 1.
In a letter to Mr. Greenberg, dated December 29, 1967, Bryan Hodgson stated that
Mr. Greenberg's shark transparencies "were in the possession of Bill Bond, who used them
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as reference material for his painting in the SHARKS story." Our contention is that they
were not used merely for reference purposes but were copied. The painting referred to by
Bond is the same used in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Sea" (Code 3907)
(6) Other sharks. Inadvertently not included in our correspondence with Educational
Insights was discussion regarding three other shark images that are contained in their
"Creatures of the Open Sea." Other unauthorized copies include a great hammerhead shark,
an oceanic whitetip shark, and a silky shark that Mr. Greenberg believes were copied from
photographs provided to the Society by him for the article that was published in 1968.
Comparisons of the whitetip shark images are shown on pages 16 and 17 of Exhibit 1. The
whitetip photograph was delivered by Mr. Greenberg to the Society in the 1960s, but was
never published in the magazine. The Society may have kept other unpublished slides from
the shark assignment and used them for these illustrations.
Resolution of the dispute regarding the images in the Educational Insights material is
discussed below, following Part II.
Part II

Mr. Greenberg, as you may be aware, has had a professional and business relationship
with the Society spanning a period of some three decades. He has carefully documented that
relationship. Many photographs were provided by him to the Society's publications pursuant
to contracts, according to the terms of each. Many other photographs were provided in good
faith by Mr. Greenberg for the Society's consideration, without the protection of a contract.
On some assignments when submitted photographs were not published, the Society retained
"selects" that should have been returned to him. Mr. Greenberg eventually discovered,
however, that the Society, without his permission, had published, or permitted the
publication of, various materials for which the Society had no copyright or contract rights,
but for which Mr. Greenberg had proprietary rights.
A separate loose-leaf exhibit ("Exhibit 2 U) is enclosed that illustrates the unauthorized
uses discussed below.
(A) An infringement appeared in a promotional piece for the Society that was
published in September 1975. Mr. Greenberg possessed a copyright in the photograph used.
The infringing photograph, showing a scuba diver cruising among reefs and fans, first
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appeared by arrangement with Mr. Greenberg in 1967 in the Society's book titled "World
Beneath the Sea." The photograph subsequently was published by Mr. Greenberg in 1969 in
a book titled "Adventures ofa Reefcomber" (A-I 29-935). It was subsequently published by
Mr. Greenberg in 1972 in "The Living Reef' (A-397-524). Both books contained copyright
notice, and each copyright was registered. In 1973, by agreement with Mr. Greenberg, the
Society republished the photograph in a second edition of"World Beneath the Sea." No
further use by the Society was ever authorized. Exhibit 2, pages 1-2.
(B) An unauthorized use appeared in the March/April 1994 issue of Traveler
magazine, published by the Society. Displayed on page 70 of the issue was a photograph of
a skin diver "swimming through a coral jungle," in the language of the caption. That
photograph originally appeared in the Winter 1985/86 issue of Traveler, pursuant to a written
agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the Society. That agreement, by its terms, limited the
Society's rights to one-time publication. The photograph was copyrighted in 1985 by Mr.
Greenberg (VA-417-426). The 1994 publication was not authorized by the agreement. The
Society eventually conceded that the use was unauthorized and paid Mr. Greenberg. Exhibit
2, pages 3-4.

(C) A photograph of a sea fan, originally authorized by Mr. Greenberg for one-time
use in the Society's magazine in July 1990, was improperly included in a color brochure
promoting the 1996 Jason Project. The Society acknowledged the impropriety, with
apologies, in a letter dated October 26, 1995, from Rock Wheeler. That infringement has not
been resolved. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated October 26, 1995, Rock Wheeler admitted
that the Society had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright by using the photograph. "We
realize the importance of copyright," Mr. Wheeler wrote, "and that we have committed a
serious violation." Exhibit 2, pages 5-6.
Mr. Greenberg has attempted on literally dozens of occasions through the years to
guard against unauthorized uses of his photographs by the Society and to recover
photographs that the Society had no legal right to retain. There may have been other
unauthorized uses. In at least one instance his request for the return of materials was
adamantly refused. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated April 18, 1994, W. Allan Royce
advised that the Society was entitled by contract to retain photographs created by Mr.
Greenberg pursuant to assignments given to him by the Society's magazine. "None of this
material," he wrote, "is going to be returned to you." We challenge the Society to
demonstrate, through the written agreements to which Mr. Royce's letter referred, that the
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Society ever obtained any right to retain in its files any material provided by Mr. Greenberg,
after the one-time publication to which he agreed, and for the article on which the assignment
was based, had been satisfied.
The one exception to that principle was an agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the
Society in 1962, in which the magazine was permitted to puU and to keep "a few selects,"
which we understand to be photographs not published but with ongoing potential for
publication. Instead, more than SO selects were pulled. It is a reasonable inference that the
Society has hundreds of Mr. Greenberg's photographs in hard-copy files, on videodisc, or in
other electronic storage and retrieval systems that may be in use. You will appreciate that
each photograph submitted on assignment by Mr. Greenberg and actually used in a Society
publication was accompanied by literally dozens of other photographs from which a final
selection was made. Samples of the Society's photographic indexing in Mr. Greenberg's
possession make it clear that materials created by him can be located in the Society's files.

Mr. Greenberg, for a period of years, allowed the Society to retain photographs by
him that were never intended for publication. That era of good faith reliance on his part has
passed. We believe that at least one of the unauthorized uses of his photographs described
in this Part II, as weU as those described in Part I, are actionable in the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of Florida. The unauthorized uses of his copyrighted works is one
aspect of the problem. The fact that the Society is using some of those works in publications
and for purposes that compete unfairly with Mr. Greenberg in his own business ventures is
another.
Mr. Greenberg's objective is to resolve all of the matters set forth in this letter,
completely and with finality, and not on a piecemeal basis. Enclosed is a settlement proposal
-- containing two separate options -- that can accomplish that objective. If a settlement
cannot be concluded to our client's satisfaction, we will proceed with an action in federal
court in Florida that will name the Society as defendant. Educational Insights, Inc. may also
be named because of its continuing use of the protected photographs. Our client is not
interested in protracted negotiations. We must receive a response from the Society with
respect to the two enclosed options by the close of business on Friday, April 18, 1997. Mr.
Greenberg's legal expense to date is incorporated in the settlement options. Any additional
legal expense more than nominal in nature will change the damage amounts sought. The
enclosed loose-leaf exhibits are the property of Mr. Greenberg and must be returned upon the
conclusion of this matter.
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We have represented Mr. Greenberg on copyright matters for many years and have
found him to be eminently reasonable in demands directed to infringing parties. That fact is
reinforced by the infrequent occasions when it has been necessary to seek the assistance of a
federal court, and on each such occasion the effort has been successful. We look forward to a
response on or before the aforesaid date.
\.ery truly yours,

.i\
~\~'f5wA
Norm~
Davis

Enclosures

bee: Jerry Greenberg
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OptiQn A
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount Qf$35,000, inclusive of legal expense incurred by
him to date.
(2)
Educational Insights, Inc. must immediately and permanently cease and desist
from any further use in any manner of the disputed images.
(3)
The Society must immediately and permanently cease and desist from any use
in any manner, by itself or by others with its consent, of any original works of Jerry
Greenberg, or copies thereof that may be in the Society's possession or control.
(4)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever.
(5)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment wiU not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(6)
Copyright asserted by the Society Qn all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.
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Option B
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $40,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date. Such payment will entitle Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to utilize the
disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for the remainder of 1997.
(2)
After 1997, Educational Insights, Inc. and/or the National Geographic Society
may enter into a license agreement that permits Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to
utilize the disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for all of 1998. The
license fee for that period is $4,000, whether or 1I0t the disputed images are utilized during
the entire period. Such payment must be received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December
3 I, 1997. The licensee( s) will have the option of renewing the license on the same terms, for
a license fee of $4,000, for any succeeding year, provided that notice of renewal and the
license fee are received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December 3 I of the year of the
expiring license. If the license is not renewed for any year, all rights of the licensee(s)will
end at the expiration of an existing license, and neither the Society nor Educational Insights,
Inc. may thereafter use any of the disputed images in any manner. We will prepare the
license agreement.
(3)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever (apart from the uses contemplated in
paragraph (2) above).
(4)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(5)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
_
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February 28, 1997

Norman Davis, Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis LLP
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131-2398
Dear Mr. Davis:
I am responding to your letter of January 16, 1997 in which you ask
what responsibility the Society is prepared to accept concerning your client's
dispute with Educational Insights. With respect to the editorial content that the
Society provided to Educational Insights, we are prepared to defend any
copyright infringement claims and Educational Insights is prepared to defer to
us in this matter.
Sincerely,
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Lori Wilson
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(305) 577·7001

DATE:

September 30, 1996

TOTAL /I OF PAGES:

1

Dear Lori:
I suggest the following language for the first paragraph ofyour filx: to Mr. Davis:

To assist us in researching the claim that yoUt clients believe we are using
unauthorized oopiea·offoUt illusttations in our product entitled ''Fish ofthe Coral
Reef," please identify forusthename ofthe copyright holder or copyright
holders, the specific illustrations that your clients olaim have been copied., and the
Seahawk publication or product.in which these illustrations may be found.
[Use your second andthirdparagraph here]

Please callme if youwish to discuss this language or if I can assist.in any other way, Thanks for

your help.

Sincerely,

Thi. rmimil. (ran.rnl,slon I' intended only for the .dart,"u .hown above. [I may conlain information that i' privileged. confidonti.1 or
otherwise prol..tod from di'c!Oiu,e. AllY revie", di,oerninatio. Or Useofthi' lrmmi"i en or i~ oonu>nts by per",", other than !.he .ddr..sec:
i, strictly pt<lhibllo.:l. If you have received this t~1\Smiaaioo in errer, piease notify us immediately ,rulltUlU ctle origl..1to u, attheb,lo,,",
ad.dr~ll;.

1145 17thStreet, N.W,. Washinpn, D,C. 20036·4688
:~- ',--1
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Suzanne Ross McDowell
Assistant Vice President
Legal Affairs, Publications
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
Dear Ms. McDowell:
This letter has two objectives. In Part I, we will take up again the matter of
Educational Insights, Inc., which has been the subject of previous correspondence. In Part II,
we will set forth our concerns as to other matters disputed by our client, Jerry Greenberg,
with reference to the National Geographic Society ("the Society").

We believe that our client's copyrights have been infringed through the unauthorized
copying, display, sale and/or preparation of derivative works, by the Society and by
Educational Insights, of original works created by Jerry Greenberg. It appears from the
Educational Insights materials, purchased in Florida last year, that the images our client is
disputing were acquired by that company from the Society, complete with copyright notice
asserted by the Society as to the disputed images (and others) in the Educational Insights
products. You indicated in your most recent letter that the Society accepts responsibility for
responding to our concerns. It appears that Educational Insights may not initially have been
aware of any infringement, but our correspondence to them provided notice of copyright
protection. Notwithstanding that notice, Educational Insights has continued the distribution
and sale of the disputed materials; our client advises that a set of the disputed materials was
purchased recently in Florida. Educational Insights, therefore, may have its own exposure in
this dispute.
. In your letter of November 18, 1996, you attempted to persuade us that no
infringement of copyright has occurred in the circumstances here. You conceded that "there
are similarities" with respect to the images but insisted that there are "significant differences"
between the Society's illustrations and our client's photographs. Our view -- markedly
different -- is that the Society's illustrations are at least substantially similar to the original
works. We will discuss each illustration, as you did in that letter.
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An exhibit, in a loose-leaf binder ("Exhibit 1"), is enclosed that demonstrates the
infringements. On page 1, the images highlighted in yellow are those being challenged. On
the following pages, the side-by-side comparative images are supplemented with
transparencies made from each image in the Educational Insights product and overlaid on our
client's original works. Each of the challenged images is discussed below.

(I) Redbaod parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 3] You stated that the angle of the fish is
different from the photograph, but that is not correct. The angle of the fish is almost
precisely the same, including bends in the body and the angle of the tail. The perspective
from which our client's photograph was taken is also reflected in the copy. You stated that
the shape of the fish is unavoidably the same, but we do not agree. Hundreds of photographs
or illustrations of a Redband parrotfish may exist, but not one matches the positioning and
the contours captured in Mr. Greenberg's photograph. The color differences you cite are
minor and not legally relevant. The photograph was originally published by Mr. Greenberg
in "The Living Reef" (copyright 1972 A-397524) and is currently published in "The Coral
Reef' (copyright 1975 A-722127). The photograph was never provided to the Society for
any use of any kind, although several copies of"The Coral Reef' were sent to the Society
many years ago.
(2) Stopli~ht parrotfish. [Exhibit I, page 5] The differences you cite are minimal.
The similarities are substantial. Our client will continue to insist that his photograph was
infringed. The photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is currently
published in "The Coral Reef." Both the original and the copy are identical in size. The
photograph was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind.
(3) Green moray. [Exhibit 1, page 7] Your letter states that the photograph depicts a
green moray eel but that the illustration shows a goldentail. Significantly, the Society's
illustration labels the creature a "moray eel." In its underwater life, a moray rarely presents
much of its body out ofits lair. The Greenberg photograph shows a moray emerging about
halfway. Other similarities in the photograph and the copy are substantial, as the exhibit
indicates. The moray photograph was originally published in "The Living Reef' and is
currently published in "The Coral Reef." The photograph was never provided to the Society
for any use of any kind.
(4) ~. We categorically disagree with your depiction of differences between our
client's photographs and the illustrations in your package. The comparisons speak for
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themselves, and the overlays on pages 9 and II of Exhibit I plainly demonstrate a striking
similarity.
(a) The lead diver [Exhibit I, page 9] was originally published by National
Geographic Magazine in January 1962 (copyright 1962 B-960824). Copyright as to that
photograph was assigned to Jerry Greenberg on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg
renewed the copyright inl989 (RE-478-546). The photograph is currently published in "The
Coral Reef" You will note that the lead diver is using an old-style two-hose regulator, with
double tanks.
(b) The flowing-hair diver [Exhibit I, page II] was originally published in "The
Living Reef' and was also published in a poster titled "Living Corals of the Tropical
Atlantic" (copyright 1974 K-I07129). That diver is using a customized mini-double tank rig
made for the Greenbergs' son. The tanks are floating upward because the rig did not have a
crotch strap for fastening the tanks down.
(5) Bull shark. [Exhibit I, pages 13 and 15] Your November 18 letter ignored our
discussion of a bull shark illustration in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Ocean"
(Code 3907). The bull shark photograph was provided to the Society from Mr. Greenberg's
files in 1963 with other materials pertaining to a photo essay on sharks and shark research.
The essay was eventually published by the Society, but the bull shark photograph was not
used, and his photograph was belatedly returned to Mr. Greenberg. The bull shark
photograph was first published by Mr. Greenberg in "Fish Men Fear: Shark" (copyright
1969 A-I06-687), and subsequently in his poster titled "Shark!" (copyright 1974 K-I07130). The photograph is currently published in "Sharks and Other Dangerous Sea Creatures"
(copyright 1981 VA-70-254), and in "Beneath Coral Seas" (copyright 1986 VA-240-616).
The enclosed Exhibit I has two separate comparisons of the bull shark image. On
page 13 is an overlay, prepared from the Society's image, placed atop Mr. Greenberg's file
photograph. The images are exactly the same with the exception of the tail. The modified
tail in the Society's image was taken from a separate Greenberg photograph of a bull shark
that was provided to the Society, and the tail modification can be quickly seen in the display
on page 15 of Exhibit I.
In a letter to Mr. Greenberg, dated December 29, 1967, Bryan Hodgson stated that
Mr. Greenberg's shark transparencies "were in the possession of Bill Bond, who used them
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as reference material for his painting in the SHARKS story." Our contention is that they
were not used merely for reference purposes but were copied. The painting referred to by
Bond is the same used in Educational Insights' "Creatures of the Open Sea" (Code 3907).
(6) Other sharks. Inadvertently not included in our correspondence with Educational
Insights was discussion regarding three other shark images that are contained in their
"Creatures of the Open Sea." Other unauthorized copies include a great hammerhead shark,
an oceanic; whitetip shark, and a silky shark that Mr. Greenberg believes were copied from
photographs provided to the Society by him for the article that was published in 1968.
Comparisons of the whitetip shark images are shown on pages 16 and 17 of Exhibit I. The
whitetip photograph was delivered by Mr. Greenberg to the Society in the 1960s, but was
never published in the magazine. The Society may have kept other unpublished slides from
the shark assignment and used them for these illustrations.
Resolution of the dispute regarding the images in the Educational Insights material is
discussed below, following Part II.
Part II

Mr. Greenberg, as you may be aware, has had a professional and business relationship
with the Society spanning a period of some three decades. He has carefully documented that
relationship. Many photographs were provided by him to the Society's publications pursuant
to contracts, according to the terms of each. Many other photographs were provided in good
faith by Mr. Greenberg for the Society's consideration, without the protection of a contract.
On some assignments when submitted photographs were not published, the Society retained
"selects" that should have been returned to him. Mr. Greenberg eventually discovered,
however, that the Society, without his permission, had published, or permitted the
publication of, various materials for which the Society had no copyright or contract rights,
but for which Me. Greenberg had proprietary rights.
A separate loose-leaf exhibit ("Exhibit 2 n) is enclosed that illustrates the unauthorized
uses discussed below.
(A) An infringement appeared in a promotional piece for the Society that was
published in September 1975. Mr. Greenberg possessed a copyright in the photograph used.
The infringing photograph, showing a scuba diver cruising among reefs and fans, first
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appeared by arrangement with Mr. Greenberg in 1967 in the Society's book titled "World
Beneath the Sea." The photograph subsequently was published by Mr. Greenberg in 1969 in
a book titled "Adventures ofa Reefcomber" (A-129-935). It was subsequently published by
Mr. Greenberg in 1972 in "The Living Reef' (A-397-524). Both books contained copyright
notice, and each copyright was registered. In 1973, by agreement with Mr. Greenberg, the
Society republished the photograph in a second edition of "World Beneath the Sea." No
further use by the Society was ever authorized. Exhibit 2, pages 1-2.
(B) An unauthorized use appeared in the March/April 1994 issue of Traveler
magazine, published by the Society. Displayed on page 70 of the issue was a photograph of
a skin diver "swimming through a coral jungle," in the language of the caption. That
photograph originally appeared in the Winter 1985/86 issue of Traveler, pursuant to a written
agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the Society. That agreement, by its terms, limited the
Society's rights to one-time publication. The photograph was copyrighted in 1985 by Mr.
Greenberg (VA-417-426). The 1994 publication was not authorized by the agreement. The
Society eventually conceded that the use was unauthorized and paid Mr. Greenberg. Exhibit
2, pages 3-4.

(C) ,A photograph of a sea fan, originally authorized by Mr. Greenberg for one-time
use in the Society's magazine in July 1990, was improperly included in a color brochure
promoting the 1996 Jason Project. The Society acknowledged the impropriety, with
apologies, in a letter dated October 26, 1995, from Rock Wheeler. That infringement has not
been resolved. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated October 26, 1995, Rock Wheeler admitted
that the Society had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright by using the photograph. "We
realize the importance of copyright," Mr. Wheeler wrote, "and that we have committed a
serious violation." Exhibit 2, pages 5-6.
Mr. Greenberg has attempted on literally dozens of occasions through the years to
guard against unauthorized uses of his photographs by the Society and to recover
photographs that the Society had no legal right to retain. There may have been other
unauthorized uses. In at least one instance his request for the return of materials was
adamantly refused. In a letter to Mr. Greenberg dated April 18, 1994, W. Allan Royce
advised that the Society was entitled by contract to retain photographs created by Mr.
Greenberg pursuant to assignments given to him by the Society'S magazine. "None of this
material," he wrote, "is going to be returned to you." We challenge the Society to
demonstrate, through the written agreements to which Mr. Royce's letter referred, that the
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Society ever obtained any right to retain in its files any material provided by Mr. Greenberg,
after the one-time publication to which he agreed, and for the article on which the assignment
was based, had been satisfied.
The one exception to that principle was an agreement between Mr. Greenberg and the
Society in 1962, in which the magazine was permitted to pull and to keep "a few selects,"
which we understand to be photographs not published but with ongoing potential for
publication. Instead, more than 50 selects were pulled. It is a reasonable inference that the
Society has hundreds of Mr. Greenberg's photographs in hard-copy files, on videodisc, or in
other electronic storage and retrieval systems that may be in use. You will appreciate that
each photograph submitted on assignment by Mr. Greenberg and actually used in a Society
publication was accompanied by literally dozens of other photographs from which a final
selection was made. Samples of the Society's photographic indexing in Mr. Greenberg's
possession make it clear that materials created by him can be located in the Society's files.

Mr. Greenberg, for a period of years, allowed the Society to retain photographs by
him that were never intended for publication. That era of good faith reliance on his part has
passed. We believe that at least one of the unauthorized uses of his photographs described
in this Part ~I, as well as those described in Part I, are actionable in the U. S, District Court
for the Southern District of Florida. The unauthorized uses of his copyrighted works is one
aspect of the problem. The fact that the Society is using some of those works in publications
and for purposes that compete unfairly with Mr. Greenberg in his own business ventures is
another.
Mr. Greenberg's objective is to resolve all of the matters set forth in this letter,
completely and with finality, and not on a piecemeal basis. Enclosed is a settlement proposal
-- containing two separate options -- that can accomplish that objective. If a settlement
cannot be concluded to our client's satisfaction, we will proceed with an action in federal
court in Florida that will name the Society as defendant. Educational Insights, Inc. may also
be named because of its continuing use of the protected photographs. Our client is not
interested in protracted negotiations. We must receive a response from the Society with
respect to the two enclosed options by the close of business on Friday, April 18, 1997, Mr.
Greenberg's legal expense to date is incorporated in the settlement options. Any additional
legal expense more than nominal in nature will change the damage amounts sought. The
enclosed loose-leaf exhibits are the property of Mr. Greenberg and must be returned upon the
conclusion of this matter.
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We have represented Mr. Greenberg on copyright matters for many years and have
found him to be eminently reasonable in demands directed to infringing parties. That fact is
reinforced by the infrequent occasions when it has been necessary to seek the assistance of a
federal court, and on each such occasion the effort has been successful. We look forward to a
response on or before the aforesaid date.

very trulyyours,

·r\~\~~W~
Norm~Davis
Enclosures

bee: Jerry 0"eenberg
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Option A

Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
(1)
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of$35,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date.
(2)
Educational Insights, Inc. must immediately and permanently cease and desist
from any further use in any manner of the disputed images.
(3)
The Society must immediately and permanently cease and desist from any use
in any manner, by itself or by others with its consent, of any original works of Jerry
Greenberg, or copies thereof, that may be in the Society's possession or control.
(4)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever.
(5)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society ona form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(6)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide,
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Option B
(I)
Mr. Greenberg must be paid damages by the Society, for itself and for
Educational Insights, Inc., in the amount of $40,000, inclusive oflegal expense incurred by
him to date. Such payment will entitle Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to utilize the
disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for the remainder of 1997.
(2)
After 1997, Educational Insights, Inc. and/or the National Geographic Society
may enter into a license agreement that permits Educational Insights, Inc. to continue to
utilize the disputed images only, and only in presently-existing products, for all of 1998. The
license fee for that period is $4,000, whether or not the disputed images are utilized during
the entire period. Such payment must be received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December
3 I, 1997. The Iicensee(s) will have the option of renewing the license on the same terms, for
a license fee of$4,OOO, for any succeeding year, provided that notice of renewal and the
license fee are received by Mr. Greenberg no later than December 31 of the year of the
expiring license. If the license is not renewed for any year, all rights of the Iicensee(s) will
end at the expiration of an existing license, and neither the Society nor Educational Insights,
Inc. may thereafter use any of the disputed images in any manner. We will prepare the
license agreement.
(3)
The Society must provide assurances, satisfactory to Mr. Greenberg, that no
photographs ever provided by him to the Society, or copies or derivatives, will ever be
published, distributed, licensed, sold or otherwise utilized by the Society, or by others with
its consent or participation, in any manner whatsoever (apart from the uses contemplated in
paragraphIz) above).
(4)
Copyright in the disputed images in the Educational Insights products must be
assigned to Mr. Greenberg by the National Geographic Society on a form that we will
provide. The assignment will not be effective as to any other images contained in those
products.
(5)
Copyright asserted by the Society on all photographs by Mr. Greenberg that
have been published in the Society's publications must be assigned to Mr. Greenberg on a
form that we will provide.

